
OVERVIEW

Drones are considered the future of warfare. Drones, are increasingly 

finding applications in sophisticated defence scenarios like military 

research, intelligence gathering at borders and on battlefields to carry 

out combat missions beyond enemy lines. Drones are proving to be 

immensely effective for ISTAR (Intelligence, Surveillance, Target 

Acquisition, and Reconnaissance) and are widely used by defence 

forces worldwide. 

Mistral Falcon RAAD is among the most powerful and efficient 

military drones in the world that provides superior war-field 

intelligence and air dominance. Developed in collaboration with 

ASISGUARD, a world leader in Armed Drones, the Falcon RAAD is a 

series of high-performance, super-efficient armed drones that can be 

used in any kind of military and special operations. 

The Falcon RAAD is a force multiplier in small arms conflict and 

extends the troops’ lethal range by up to seven times. Mistral Falcon RAAD is available in two payload configuration: 5.56 Assault Rifle and  

4x40mm Grenade Launcher.

Rapid Action Armed Drones
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Adds enormous tactical 
advantage to the fighting 

force on the front

Provides an 
elevation advantage 

over enemy

Can 
be deployed 
in minutes

Ideal for harsh 
terrain 

conflict zones

Easily transportable 
in small SUV 

or trucks

Operational 
picture of enemy 

positions

Can engage in 
conflict without soldiers 

being put at risk



Since 1997, Mistral has been aiding governments to upgrade and modernize Homeland Security systems with the latest technologies and equipment. Our Homeland Security 
solutions provide information in real-time, enabling quick decision making.

ABOUT MISTRAL

Mistral is a technology design and systems engineering company catering to customers in domains of Defense, Homeland Security and Product Engineering all over the world. 

Mistral is a House of Special Purpose Drones. Our Homeland Security division offers a variety of security and surveillance solutions for Command and Control, Mobile C4ISR, Drone 

Detection and Neutralizing, Video Analytics, Tactical Communication; designed for Special Forces, Police and Para-military for Emergency Response Management, Disaster 

Management and Border Surveillance.

Mistral Solutions Pvt. Ltd.,

New Delhi: # 908, E Block, International Trade Towers, Nehru Place, New Delhi - 110 019. 
Phone: 011-4163-7132    Fax: 011-4163-7131    Email: delhi@mistralsolutions.com

Bangalore: #60, “Adarsh Regent”, 100 Feet Ring Road, Domlur Extension, Bangalore - 560 071.
Phone: 080-4562-1100    Fax: 080-2535-6444    Email: hs@mistralsolutions.com

Hyderabad: “Star House”, 3rd Floor, Plot #19, Road #12, Tech Park, IDA Nacharam, Hyderabad - 500 076.    
Phone: +91-80-4562-1350 / 4562-1353   Email: hyd@mistralsolutions.com

FALCON RAAD with Grenade Launcher 

The Mistral Falcon RAAD with 

in teg ra ted  4x40mm Grenade 

Launcher is a specially designed 

aerial vehicle platform with an 

effective launch range of 400-450 

meters. The Grenade Launcher 

supports various ammunitions such as Thermobaric, Smoke and Lightning, 
O Oamong others. The system supports a Gun rotation between +5  and -90  on 

elevation axis with high precision, making it one of the most lethal platforms in 

small arm conflicts. 

Features

: Rugged Drone with recoil stabilization system

: Quick swap of payload / Battery (1-2 minutes)

: Max Take-off Weight (MTOW): 45 KG

: Max Operating altitude of up to 1000 feet AGL & up to 9800 feet above MSL

: Autonomous and manual control mode

: Firing only on operator consent

: Autonomous flight according to planned route/mission (GPS/GLONASS)

: Auto Return Home in case of link-loss or critical battery level

: Operational range: 3 KM radius

: 20-25 minutes of operation on single charge

: Dimensions: Width: 145 cm; Height: 70cms

: Complies with the IP67 standard

: Real-time video and flight telemetry data transfer and recording

: Day/Night operational modes

Mistral Falcon RAAD comes with two Ground Control Stations. One can be used 

for piloting the drone and the other for operating the gun efficiently. Operators 

can select the respective camera input in the GCS; while the pilot can select the 
Ovideo streamed from the 360  birds-eye-view camera, the gun operator can 

view the visuals from the optical camera mounted on the gun for precise 

targeting and firing. 

FALCON RAAD - Ground Control Station 

The Ground Control Station (GCS) of Mistral 

Falcon RAAD is ergonomically designed to 

ensure easy portability and provide maximum 

usability on field. The GCS records and 

displays video stream, flight telemetry data 

and drone flight position on the moving map. 

The highly user-friendly GCS UI aids the user to 

start/stop video recording and selection & 

playback of recorded videos for post-mission 

analysis. The GCS allows the users to define 

the operational mode, configure missions on 

moving map, plan autonomous flight, etc.

The Mistral Falcon RAAD can be 

equipped with a 5.56 calibre Assault 

Rifle with gun stabilization system 

and a 100 Rounds magazine with 

reco i l  abso rp t ion  and  ta rge t 

calibration. Falcon RAAD is designed 

to trigger firing in single and burst 

modes and allows quick Magazine swap or reload. It supports Gun rotation 
O Obetween 0  and 45  on elevation axis.

FALCON RAAD with Assault Rifle

Mistral Falcon RAAD can conduct fully autonomous missions with multi-layer safety, requiring final 

consent from the user for firing. The drone has two integrated cameras with real-time video streaming 

capability - a pilot camera for birds-eye view and a gun-mounted barrel camera for target viewing. An in-

built electronic sight and ballistic calculation module aids precision firing during operations. Users can also 

opt for night vision sensors that allow the drone to operate during the night or low-light conditions. 

Superior Operational Capabilities


